Sacramento Credit Repair Company Receives
Another Five Star Review
December 05, 2019
Poser Tubes Credit Repair, based in Sacramento, California, has announced that they have received
another five star review. The credit restoration company in Sacramento reports that their client,
Andrea G., had expressed her appreciation for their having exceeded her expectations. They provide
credit restoration services to people in Sacramento and neighboring areas. Those who are interested
in their office location can visit their Google Maps page at
https://maps.google.com/maps?cid=15066477568160904940.
Andrea G., in her five star review, said, “From the beginning of our journey they were respectful and
responsive. They not only met our expectations, but exceeded them. I truly thank you and will tell
anyone who is looking for true and reliable credit repair to come to you.”
Julio Wong, spokesperson for Poser Tubes Credit Repair in Sacramento, says, “It gives us great
inspiration to receive such kind words and to be given a five star rating. Rest assured, we will
continue to do our best to provide the best possible service. For those who need to have their credit
fixed, we can take care of all the nuances of credit repairs, while you sit back and monitor from your
client reporting dashboard. With Poser Tubes Credit Repair, our program only invoices you when
items are cleared away from your credit report. We’ll fix your credit as quick as possible, so you can
proceed with your meaningful life investments.”
This Sacramento credit repair company offers a 100 percent risk free guarantee, which means people
have nothing to lose when they try the service. They guarantee that they will be able to get rid of
certain items in the clients credit history that are causing them to have low credit scores. In the event
that those items are not eliminated, they will provide the client with a 100 percent refund.
It should be noted that there are several items on a person’s credit history that tend to bring down the
credit score. These include collections accounts, judgements, late payments, paid for less than the
amount due, bankruptcies, foreclosures, charge offs, and paid charge offs.
And repairing a person’s credit score will normally take a long time. It could take a number of weeks,
months, or even years. It is not likely to be done in just a number of days. Also, people should be
willing to make changes in their personal finance habits and sustain this until they are able to notice
improvements in their credit score. This usually takes around three to six months.

The credit repair company will focus on getting rid of the items in the credit history that tend to bring
down the credit score. And while they’re doing this, clients would be able to observed their progress
through the credit reporting dashboard that they provide to clients. This is actually done 100 percent
remote so that clients can be from any part of the United States. They will also send clients a credit
repair progress report each month. This will show clients what items have already been eliminated,
those items that are still in the process of being removed, and the next steps that have to be taken in
order to continue to boost the client’s credit score.
It should be pointed out that there are some items in the credit history that will require a relatively long
time to get rid off. For instance, late payments and collections usually require up to seven years to be
completely removed. However, it doesn’t mean that the credit score cannot be improved earlier. It just
means that it will take seven years for the credit history to be totally clear of such negative items.
People will just need to be consistent in clearing their debt and in complying with payment deadlines.
People who would like to know more about the credit repair services provided by Poser Tubes Credit
Repair in Sacramento and surrounding areas can check out their website at
http://www.posertubes.com/credit-repair-sacramento-ca/, or contact them through the telephone or
via email.
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